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PEMF device appears to reduce tremors in Parkinson's disease patients
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I have been investigating and evaluating noninvasive electromedical approaches to reducing and even eliminating tremors in 
Parkinson's sufferers, in part because my 88 year old Mum suffers from this insidious affliction. What I found in the world of R & D 
as well as in accounts posted by PD patients engaged in self-experimentation ("neurohacking") is encouraging. Many PD sufferers 
are using over-the-counter and even experimental rTMS (repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation) and PEMF (pulsed 
electromagnetic frequency) devices, as well as those that deliver a direct low ampere current (2.0 ampere) through electrodes that 
are placed on the scalp above the brain’s motor cortices. And many of these intrepid neurohackers have reported that as little as 
30 minutes total treatment time weekly has reduced and in some instances eliminated tremor activity for as long as  5-7 days. 

Back in 2015 Johns Hopkins bioengineering students and professors actually developed an external helmet for home use which 
uses direct transcranial stimulation (dTCS) to reduce motor and nonmotor symptoms in PD patients. Here is a link to a 11m49s video 
showcasing this bit of innovative technology: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrpVYfQaevw   

Unfortunately, it appears the JHU helmet is not yet on the market.

However, during the course of my own investigation into viable electromedical devices for PD I ran across an over-the-counter 
PEMF device which many PD sufferers claim has significantly reduced their tremors. This 56 second video showcases one such case:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5MMWVInBmI 

Here is a link to the PEMF device in question which bears the name "Mini Magic" and costs $185 USD as of this date (August 2019): 
https://www.miramate.com/product/mini-magic/ (I am not especially fond of the word "magic" in the device name or all the 
market-speak language which appears on the seller's website).

And yes, my mother is now using a “Mini Magic” unit. Those who'd like updates on her response should email me at nativescienceguy 
at gmail.com. 

Those readers who know of other promising electromedical devices for remediating PD symptoms are invited to email me particulars.   

"Mechanisms and therapeutic applications of electromagnetic therapy in Parkinson’s disease" (2015 review in a peer reviewed 
journal):  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4562205/pdf/12993_2015_Article_70.pdf
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A PhD specialist in signal processing, Dr. Stephane Pigeon,  
offers  a wealth of free online tools  for brainwave 
entrainment (among other things) that complement PEMF 
and transcranial magnetic stimulation research and clinical 
applications. Go to  http://www.mynoise.net 

He has specific  interactive soundscapes for tinnitus, 
insomnia, anxiety and more.

The information contained in this newsletter is provided for 
informational purposes only and should not be construed as 
medical advice or instruction. Readers are advised to consult 
a licensed health care professional concerning all matters 
related to their health and well being.

The information contained in this newsletter is provided for 
informational purposes only and should not be construed as 
medical advice or instruction. Readers are advised to consult 
a licensed health care professional concerning all matters 
related to their health and well being.

NASA researcher has developed 
PEMF devices which attenuate pain & 
promotes bone & cartilage repair and 
possibly regeneration

Dr. Robert Dennis (PhD in bioelectrical/biomechanical 
engineering, UMich), a NASA contracted researcher and  
an associate professor (School of Medicine and College of 
Arts & Sciences) at the University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill, has developed pulsed electromagnetic frequency 
(PEMF) devices and protocols aimed at attenuating pain 
and accelerating tissue repair and regeneration including 
bone and cartilage. One of the major barriers to deep 
space travel is the loss of bone, cartilage and muscle due 
to weightlessness as well as the damage to the brain and 
CNS from cosmic rays which penetrate spacecraft. NASA 
has been researching ways to deal with these biological 
challenges for many years now.

Dr. Dennis and his colleagues & associates successfully 
identified specific pulsed electromagnetic frequency and 
wave form combinations which quell pain and counter & 
reverse bone and cartilage loss.

This enterprising scientist founded and runs Micro-Pulse 
LLC which builds, markets and services his various PEMF 
devices. His website has lots of information on his 
background, his many inventions, published papers and 
much more. 

https://www.micro-pulse.com/
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Insightful free video from 
Truthstream Media: Putting a chip 
in your brain will not make you a 
superhero (or a god)
https://bit.ly/33K4np6

And now for a few things I do 
have a vested interest in.....



Myself! I take on a lot of web content creation 
projects for MDs, DOs, DPMs, DCs, PhDs and others. 
If you need some writing done email me at 
nativescienceguy at gmail.com. And thanks! 



The pulsed donor granulocyte immunologic 
cancer treatment method I developed for Nova 
Cells Institute (NCIM)  which is discussed in this free 
online article: https://bit.ly/2TGRrM7






The 501(c)3 nonprofit I serve as (elected) Secretary: 
Fellowship Ministries for the Avancement of 
Indigenous Peoples. www.fmaip.org 


Visit my Cerebratorium (A 
sharinghouse of free information, 
valuable links & more):
https://biotheorist.wordpress.com/about/î




